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Abstract
Brauer’s theorem on induced characters is an invitation to an algorithm for computing the character table
of a finite group. We describe an implementation of such an algorithm and report on its performance. The
main ingredients of the algorithm are Brauer’s theorem, and lattice reduction by LLL. We report on the
performance of the algorithm in computing character tables of various groups, including local subgroups
of 3Fi24 and maximal subgroups of the Monster. We find that for many interesting groups it performs far
better than using the current standard method (Burnside–Dixon–Schneider).
c© 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The table of ordinary characters of a finite group is one of the important algebraic objects
associated with the group. It is of interest in its own right, as well as being the start of much
representation theory. Computer algorithms to get the character table of a group have been both
investigated and heavily used since the 1960s. In this paper we take the view that our finite group
of interest is given in a computationally tractable form, and we wish to compute its ordinary
character table.
As an example, take U5(4), a simple group with character table considered unavailable until
now. Using the implementation of this new algorithm in MAGMA V2.12, its character table is
found within half an hour on a 750 MHz machine using a permutation representation of degree
17425. The Dixon–Schneider algorithm, which depends on the sizes of the conjugacy classes of
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the group, fails to complete within a day, as it is forced to consider a class of size ≈6.8×1010. The
algorithm reported here reduces the amount of work done by considering elementary subgroups
rather than conjugacy classes. The added structure is the key to a successful algorithm. The
algorithm applies to groups other than permutation groups, and was recently used to compute
the character table of a maximal 3-local subgroup of the Monster, 31+12.2.Suz.2, represented as
78-dimensional matrices over GF(3).
A commonly used algorithm, mentioned above, for computing the character table of a finite
group is the eigenvector method of Burnside–Dixon–Schneider. The method is described in
Chapter 7 of Grove (1997). It may be applied to any finite group where conjugacy classes
can be found and conjugacy testing is reasonably efficient. It originated with an example in
Burnside’s text (Burnside, 1955). The basis of the method is that, for any finite group G, the
irreducible characters of G are a set of common eigenvectors for the class matrices of G. The
method was implemented on a computer by McKay (1970) using numerical analysis techniques
to get approximations to the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the class matrices. From these
approximations, exact algebraic forms of the vectors were then deduced. A large improvement
was made by Dixon (1967) who mapped the class matrices into a matrix ring over the finite
field GF(q), for a suitable prime q , and so completely avoided inexact arithmetic. The algorithm
proceeded by finding the eigenspaces of some class matrix and, for those of dimension greater
than unity, using further class matrices to split them. The GF(q)-characters from the one-
dimensional spaces were lifted back into C at the end using a process analogous to the inverse
Fourier transform. The major cost is in the computation of class matrices, where a huge amount
of testing elements for conjugacy may be required.
Schneider (1990) improved on Dixon’s method by showing how to make good choices of
class matrices, restricting calculation to a small section of the matrix and using centralizer orbits
to reduce the number of conjugacy tests done. However, the method is impractical when the
classes that need to be used have large sizes. This algorithm is referred to as the Dixon–Schneider
algorithm.
For larger (usually non-soluble) groups, an ad hoc procedure was developed to construct
irreducible characters by a “generate and split” method. This proceeds by generating characters
of the group, either by induction from a subgroup or as tensor products of known characters, and
then, guided by inner products, adding and subtracting these characters to reduce their norms. A
major problem for this method was the difficulty of splitting the characters into their irreducible
constituents. This method has been partly automated, in CAS (Pahlings, 1990; Lux and Pahlings,
1991, 1999) for instance, and used very successfully, mainly on simple groups and their close
relatives. These papers describe the use of LLL lattice reduction to split characters into their
irreducible parts.
In the case of p-groups, Conlon (1990) introduced an algorithm for computing irreducible
characters based on p-groups being monomial. His algorithm searches the group for appropriate
linear characters of subgroups to induce so as to get each irreducible character precisely once.
The search is based on Slattery’s counting algorithm (Slattery, 1986), where the main tool is
Clifford theory.
The algorithm presented here follows the generate and split paradigm. A suitable supply of
characters is obtained by inducing characters of elementary subgroups. Brauer’s Theorem on
Induced Characters guarantees that every irreducible character can be deduced from this source.
A basis for the Z-module of generalised characters generated is constructed by applying LLL
lattice basis reduction to the induced characters. We extract from the Z-module of generalised
characters those of norm 1, which give the irreducible characters of the group. We use Dixon’s
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idea of doing the computations over a finite field to speed up the large amount of arithmetic with
character values.
The new algorithm has been implemented in MAGMA V2.12 and has performed very well
in computing character tables of groups that are nearly simple, as well as maximal and local
subgroups of such groups. Section 7 reports on the performance of the algorithm in computing
character tables of groups including local subgroups of Fi24 and maximal subgroups of the
Monster sporadic simple group. For many of these examples it is completely impractical
to compute the character tables with the Dixon–Schneider algorithm, but the new algorithm
succeeds using quite modest resources of time and space.
2. Preliminaries
We fix our finite group G. Let R(G) be the ring of generalised characters on G, i.e. the set
of all Z-linear combinations of ordinary characters of G. If S is any set of subgroups of G, let
IG(S) denote the set of all Z-linear combinations of characters induced from all H ∈ S to G. It
is well known that IG(S) is an ideal of R(G). If T is a set of subgroups of G, such that every
member of T is contained in some conjugate of a member of S, then IG(T ) ≤ IG(S). In this
situation we will say that S covers T .
Let the group G have k conjugacy classes of elements, C1, C2, . . . , Ck . Take gi ∈ Ci to be
representatives of the classes and order the classes by the order of the gi (hence C1 = {1}).
If α and β are generalised characters of G, then 〈α, β〉 denotes their usual inner product,
〈α, β〉 = 1|G|
k∑
i=1
|Ci |α(gi )β(g−1i ). (1)
The notation ‖α‖2 = 〈α, α〉 denotes the norm of α.
We use Irr(G) to denote the set of irreducible characters of G. If H 
 G and χ ∈ Irr(H ), then
Irr(G|χ) denotes the irreducible characters of G lying over χ i.e.
Irr(G|χ) = {ψ ∈ Irr(G) | 〈ψ,χG 〉 = 0}.
Considered as a Z-module, R(G) with the above inner product is isometric to the standard
Euclidean lattice Zk . If W is a submodule of R(G), then W has finite index in R(G) if and only
if W has rank k. In this case we may find the index as follows. Let B be a Z-basis for W (with
length k), and let M be the k × k-matrix of inner products of elements of B , that is, the Gram
matrix of B . Now det M is the square of the index of W in R(G).
If p is any rational prime, a p-elementary group is the direct product of a p-group and a cyclic
group. An elementary group is a group that is p-elementary for some p. We note that a cyclic
group is p-elementary for all primes p, and that any group that is p-elementary for more than
one prime p must be cyclic. If x is a p-regular element of G, then a p-elementary subgroup
of G associated with x has the form P × 〈x〉, where P is a Sylow p-subgroup of CG (x). It is
easily checked that every elementary subgroup of G is contained in some associated elementary
subgroup, and that two p-elementary subgroups associated with conjugate elements x and x ′, are
themselves conjugate.
The theoretical basis of the algorithm is a fundamental result in character theory.
Theorem 1 (R. Brauer). Let S be the set of elementary subgroups of G. Then IG (S) = R(G).
For a proof, see Isaacs (1994), Theorem 8.4. For a converse, see Serre (1977), Chapter 11,
Theorem 23′′′.
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Algorithm InduceReduce
In this algorithm, I is the sequence of irreducible G-characters found so far. The sequence B
contains generalised characters of G, such that I ∪ B is a Z-basis for W . We further restrict B
so that no element of I is a constituent of any element of B . The matrix M is the matrix of inner
products of the elements of B , i.e. the Gram matrix of B .
Input: A finite group, G.
Output: A sequence of all irreducible complex characters of G.
1. Compute the conjugacy classes and power map of G.
2. Initialise both I and B to the empty sequence, and M to the 0 × 0 matrix of integers.
3. Repeat the following steps until |B| + |I | = k and det M = 1.
3a. Construct a new elementary subgroup, H , of G.
3b. Compute the fusion of the conjugacy classes of H into conjugacy classes of G.
3c. Find the irreducible characters of the elementary subgroup H as described in Section 5.
3d. Compute L, the set of all characters of G which are induced from irreducible characters
of H .
3e. For each v ∈ L, reset v to be v −∑w∈I 〈v,w〉w.
3f. Set B, M, J:= ReduceCharacters(B, M, L).
3g. For each α ∈ J , if the first entry of α is negative, then replace α by −α. Set I:= I ∪ J .
4. If |B| > 0, then search the lattice with basis B and Gram matrix M for elements of norm 1
and include those with positive first entry in I .
5. Return I .
Fig. 1. Algorithm InduceReduce.
Here, then, is an overview of the algorithm. We start with W , the Z-submodule of R(G)
generated by known characters of G. The algorithm selects H ≤ G, an elementary subgroup
associated with some element of G. The module W is extended by the inclusion of IG (H ),
using lattice reduction to get a basis of the new W from the previous basis of W and generators
of IG(H ). This is repeated until W = R(G). At this point the irreducible characters of G are
those elements of W having norm 1 and first entry positive. These are extracted and the algorithm
terminates.
The next section presents the basic algorithm in more detail. The following two sections
give details of important improvements to the basic structure that render the method practical.
Section 6 gives further possible algorithm improvements.
3. The algorithm
In this section we describe the InduceReduce character table algorithm. Denote the
Z-module of generalised characters found so far by W . Fig. 1 gives the overall character table
algorithm.
To perform the lattice reduction, we need a function that takes a symmetric, positive semi-
definite matrix of integers, the Gram matrix of a generating set Q of an integral lattice, and returns
three results: The Gram matrix for a Z-basis of the lattice generated by Q, a transformation
matrix T , describing how to get the basis from Q, and the rank of the lattice generated by
Q. Ideally, the elements of the basis will have small norm. As Q will generally be linearly
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Algorithm ReduceCharacters
Input: B , M and L, where B and M are as above and L is a sequence of characters of G.
Output: B ′, M ′ and I ′. B ′ ∪ I ′ is a basis for the lattice of generalised characters generated by
B ∪ L. M ′ is the Gram matrix of B ′. I ′ contains the irreducible characters in the basis.
1. Let M ′ be the matrix of integer inner products of the generalised characters in B ∪ L.
2. Let M ′′, T, r be the output of LLLGram(M ′).
3. Reset M ′ to be the top left r × r submatrix of M ′′. Set B ′ to be the r non-zero vectors in
T (B ∪ L)tr.
4. Set I ′ to the empty sequence. If any diagonal element of M ′ is 1, then further transform B ′
and M ′ so that all other elements in this row and column of M ′ are 0. Delete these rows and
columns from M ′, and transfer the corresponding vectors from B ′ to I ′.
5. Return B ′, M ′ and J .
Fig. 2. Algorithm ReduceCharacters.
dependent, the lattice reduction algorithm needs to accept a semi-definite Gram matrix. Pohst’s
MLLL algorithm (Cohen, 1993, Algorithm 2.6.8) can be used. The subroutine that does this
will be called LLLGram. It is not necessary that the algorithm used be from the LLL family,
but LLL algorithms are very effective and widely available. The LLLGram routine is called by a
subroutine ReduceCharacters, which updates the basis of W and its associated Gram matrix.
This is described in Fig. 2.
We now consider the various steps in the InduceReduce algorithm. Steps 1 and 2 are quite
straightforward. It is the main loop, step 3, that needs our attention.
By the discussion of the previous section, the termination condition in step 3 is equivalent to
W = R(G), since I ∪B is a basis for W and so W has rank |I |+|B|. To ensure that the loop does
terminate, Theorem 1 shows that it is sufficient that the elementary subgroups chosen in step 3a
produce a set of groups H ≤ G that covers all elementary subgroups of G. For efficiency, we
would like the groups H produced to be non-redundant. The procedure currently in use has two
phases.
The first phase produces non-cyclic groups H . We process each conjugacy class of G in order
of decreasing element order. With each class Ci we associate a set of primes Ai and a boolean
flag covi . These are initialised so that Ai contains the primes that divide the order of gi and covi
is false. If we find a prime p that divides the order of the centralizer of gi and is not in Ai , then we
take the next H to be a p-elementary subgroup associated with gi . When the fusion of H -classes
into G is determined, we use this information to eliminate certain other subgroups as follows.
For each G-class C j that is fused to some H -class, we set cov j true. For each C j that contains
a power of gi , if the order of the Sylow p-subgroup of the centralizer of g j is equal to that of
a Sylow p-subgroup of the centralizer of gi , then p is included in A j . Also, for each such C j ,
regardless of whether p is in Ai or not, if there is some prime r such that the Sylow r -subgroup
of the centralizer of g j has the same order as the r part of gi , then include r in A j . This, together
with the ordering used, means that no H produced by this first phase can be cyclic.
The second phase produces cyclic groups H . The flag covi being true means that we will not
use the cyclic group 〈gi 〉, as it is covered by some elementary group already produced. When
the first phase runs out of subgroups, we return to the class with the largest element order, and
search down for a class with covi false. The next H produced is the cyclic group generated by
gi . In this case the fusion of classes is determined by the power map. As above, we set certain
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cov j true. Sufficient elementary groups have been produced when we are in phase 2 and all the
covi are true.
When we find new characters of G in step 3d, the next step is to split off the already known
irreducible constituents (3e), and then add the residues to our Z-module. This maintains the
restriction on B that no irreducible in I occurs as a constituent of any element of B . This helps
to reduce the work done by ReduceCharacters.
After step 3 we will have W = R(G). In all tests to date, at this stage we have had |B| = 0, so
step 4 has been trivial. However, it may be that this does not always happen. At this point we can
search the lattice defined by B , with Gram matrix M , for all vectors of unit length. These will
represent the irreducible characters of G, and the algorithm will have succeeded. The algorithm
of Fincke and Pohst, described in Cohen (1993), Algorithm 2.7.7, performs such a search. An
alternative to this search is to factorise the Gram matrix. See 6.3 below for more details.
4. Working over a finite field
The algorithm InduceReduce does a great deal of arithmetic with generalised characters
of G. It computes many induced characters, inner products between these characters and then
transforms characters by the output of LLLGram.
In order to speed up this character arithmetic, we follow Dixon (1967), and perform all
computations with generalised characters over a finite field GF(q), where q is a carefully chosen
prime. This algorithm needs to be able to recover exact inner products in Z from their images
in GF(q). We want some bounds on the inner products that will arise. By the Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality it suffices to bound the norms, and the following simple result is strong enough for our
purposes.
Lemma 4.1. If H ≤ G and χ ∈ Irr(H ), then ∥∥χG∥∥2 ≤ |G : H |.
Let e be the exponent of G. Following Dixon, we require that our prime q is such that q − 1
is divisible by e. To accommodate the norm bound above, we further require that q > 2|G|. The
field GF(q) contains some primitive eth root of unity z. Let ζ be a primitive eth root of unity
in the complex numbers. All generalised character values of G lie in the ring Z[ζ ], and there
is a unique ring homomorphism Z[ζ ] → GF(q) taking ζ to z. The algorithm works with the
images of the generalised characters of G under this homomorphism. We restrict ourselves to
generalised characters with norm less than q/2. This restriction allows us to compute the inner
product of two of our generalised characters in GF(q), and then lift to the integers to get their
inner product unambiguously. The lemma shows that characters of G induced from irreducible
characters of a subgroup satisfy this bound.
For his algorithm, Dixon required q > 2
√|G|. It follows that our choice of q is more than
large enough so that Dixon’s method can be used to recover the exact complex characters from
the GF(q)-reduced versions that we find. To do this we need the power map of G. That is, the
map that takes a conjugacy class C and an integer i and returns the class containing xi , where
x ∈ C .
Computing the power map may represent a substantial fraction of the run time for the
InduceReduce algorithm, so we should note that the power map is not solely used to lift
characters to the complex field. Given the power map, it is a very simple and fast process to
write down generators for IG(H ), where H is any cyclic subgroup with generator in a known
class. This is an important special case of an elementary subgroup. The power map is also used
to determine which elementary subgroups of G the InduceReduce algorithm chooses in step 3a,
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and to reduce the work in computing fusion in step 3b. The power map enables us to compute
inner products (in GF(q)) using Eq. (1), as it gives the inverse classes needed. It also gives the
action of the Galois group of Qe on characters of G.
A possible problem is that lattice reduction can increase the norms of the vectors given as
input. We must watch out for this, but in testing to date, no generalised character with excessively
large norm has been constructed. We have
∥∥χG
∥∥2 ≤ |G : H |, and, in practice, we always have
|H | ≥ 2, so, to cause this problem, lattice reduction must more than double the largest norm of
some input vector. The somewhat pessimistic choice of q protects us from this problem.
What happens if too large a norm does arise? First, note that we can detect this after the call
to ReduceCharacters in step 3f. The returned matrix M has the new norms as diagonal entries,
and is over the integers, not GF(q). To check for the problem we test the diagonal entries of M
against q/2. If a norm is too large then we have several options.
One possibility is to try to reduce the norm using a Gaussian pair-reduction strategy (Cohen,
1993, Algorithm 1.3.14). If this succeeds in reducing all norms to below q/2, then we can carry
on as if the large norm never happened. If this fails we must remove the offending vector from
B and corresponding row and column from M before proceeding. We can keep this vector v and
its norm N for future reference. A situation may arise where B has changed and the geometric
mean of N and some norms of B fall below q/2. In this case we can again compute inner
products between the vector and these small elements of B , and pair-reduction may reduce the
norms sufficiently to remove the problem. The current implementation includes the first attempt
at pair-reduction, and this remains untested.
Given these potential problems with working over a finite field, we have to ask “Is it worth
it?”. Let us look at the times to do some arithmetic with characters of the sporadic simple group
Co2. If we induce all linear characters of maximal cyclic subgroups of Co2 up to the whole group
we get 118 distinct characters that generate a Z-module of rank 60. The LLLGram algorithm gives
us an integral transformation matrix that takes the 118 characters to a basis. How long does doing
this transformation take? On a 750 MHz SunFire V880 processor using MAGMA’s cyclotomic
field arithmetic it took 4.42 s. This used Claus Fieker’s sparse representation of Q2415 (Fieker,
submitted for publication), see the Cannon and Bosma (2005) section on cyclotomic fields. This
is the smallest cyclotomic field containing all the character values. (Times when using a dense
representation were considerably worse.)
After converting the characters to vectors over GF(84610854100081) (a 47 bit prime) the
same transformation took 0.29 s. It is this greater than 10-fold speed-up that makes using a finite
field worthwhile. In an example reported later in Section 7, the full algorithm took 1350 s to
compute a character table. Of this, 283 s went in computing inner products of characters and
doing transformations as above. If this arithmetic took 10 times longer it would dominate the
time for the method.
5. Characters of the elementary groups
The InduceReduce algorithm generates characters of G by inducing characters of elementary
subgroups, so we must solve the problem of finding the characters of these subgroups. The
subgroups have the form P × Z , where P is a p-group and Z is cyclic of p′ order. The
current implementation finds the irreducible characters by writing down the linear characters
of Z , using Conlon’s algorithm to find the irreducible characters of P , and tensoring them to
get the irreducible characters of the direct product. We work with P represented by a power-
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conjugate (PC) presentation, which makes computing classes and power map quite efficient, and
allows efficient construction of quotients of P , which Conlon’s algorithm requires.
Conceptually, Conlon’s algorithm finds the irreducible characters of P = 1 as follows. First
it finds x ∈ Z(P), where x has order p. The elements of Irr(P/〈x〉) are computed and lifted to
characters of P . Take λ to be a faithful linear character of 〈x〉. To get the rest of the characters
of P , Conlon computes Irr(P|λ) by searching the group P and inducing appropriate linear
characters of subgroups up to P . A Galois group action is then employed to get all the irreducible
characters of G that do not have x in their kernel. The characters in the Galois orbit of Irr(P|λ)
are called a layer. So, if |P| = pn , Conlon’s algorithm produces the characters in n + 1 layers.
We can take advantage of this structured production of characters to reduce the work that
InduceReduce does. The idea is to not immediately compute and induce all characters of a
particular elementary subgroup, but instead to compute some layers and delay computing the
rest. The hope is that the algorithm will succeed before we compute all the characters of a
large elementary subgroup. The current implementation computes all linear characters of each
elementary subgroup as it is constructed, and queues those that are not abelian. It then runs
through the queue, producing more characters for each subgroup, some layers at a time, removing
each group from the queue once all its layers are completed.
The advantages become clear with an example. We compute characters of PGO−12(2), where
the two largest elementary subgroups we consider have orders 231 and 221 · 3. Using this delayed
approach, together with enhancements from the next section, the algorithm finishes after looking
at quotients of these groups of orders up to 218 and 217 ·3 respectively, together with all the other
elementary subgroups. The Sylow 2-subgroup has 7817 conjugacy classes, and the Galois group
action on its characters is trivial. The quotient of order 218 has only 1135 classes. This gives 6682
characters that we have ignored completely, 7306 when we include the other subgroup. This is a
very worthwhile saving.
6. Further enhancements
The InduceReduce algorithm is the backbone of the method. When it terminates, then
we will, barring excessively large norms, have the complete character table of G. There are
additional optimizations that can be included in the algorithm. In this section we discuss some
of these. The spectacular savings of the previous section will usually only occur when extra
characters are produced by methods of this section.
6.1. Initialisation
In InduceReduce we initialise B and I to be empty. This is certainly not the best we can
do. We always know one irreducible character for G, the principal character. In some cases the
representation of G will provide characters. For instance, when G is given as a permutation
group, then the transitive constituents each give a permutation character with norm within our
bound. It may be worthwhile to use the algorithm of Michler and Weller (2002) to get the
irreducible constituents of any transitive permutation characters, but this has not been tested.
It is often convenient to get the linear characters of G before starting any harder character
computations. Such known characters of G, when their norms are small enough, can be used
to kick-start the character table calculation. The current implementation starts with I set to the
linear characters of G plus any other known irreducibles. For permutation groups we also add to
B some symmetrised powers of the transitive permutation characters.
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6.2. Products of characters
Induction is not the only method of obtaining useful characters of G. Another standard method
is taking products of known characters. In this algorithm we are limited by the requirement to
keep the norms of the characters down below q/2. We have the following norm bound.
Lemma 6.1. If χ and ψ are irreducible characters of G, then ‖χψ‖2 ≤ |G|.
Using this bound we see that the product of two known irreducible characters (from I ) will be
a useable character of G. Unfortunately, this usually turns out to be of little use. The problem is
that IG(S) is an ideal of R(G). This implies that the Z-module generated by I ∪ B will contain a
large ideal. (Indeed, in the basic form of InduceReduce as described in Section 3, W is an ideal.)
If we find an irreducible from the ideal, then no products with it will be useful in expanding the
Z-module.
A better choice is to consider the symmetric and alternating squares of any irreducible found.
The ideal argument does not apply to these components of the square, and certainly their norms
are within our limits. The current implementation does not use this extension.
6.3. Factorising the Gram matrix
If A is an integer transformation matrix that takes the sequence Irr(G) to B , then we have
M = AAtr. Given M , we may hope to find A from this relation, and so get Irr(G) from B .
Plesken (1995) gives an algorithm which, given M , finds all A such that M = AAtr. Plesken’s
general algorithm has not been incorporated into our implementation. However, code has been
included to factorise M in the special case where |I | + |B| = k so that A and M are invertible.
As was mentioned above, step 4 of the algorithm has always been trivial in tests to date. The use
of this factorisation technique may contribute to this.
When there are not too many solutions A, we may invert them (over GF(q)) and find a
collection of candidates for the missing irreducible characters. We check that the degrees and
Frobenius–Schur indicators of the candidates are consistent with irreducible characters of G.
This will usually eliminate some of the A. We can also check inner products of symmetric and
alternating squares of the candidates with the candidates given by any particular A. This may
eliminate more. If we can eliminate all but one A, then we have finished, the corresponding
candidates are the genuine characters. If not, there may be some candidates common to all the
remaining A, and these are irreducible characters of G.
6.4. Galois action
The Galois group of the cyclotomic field Qe acts to permute the irreducible characters of G.
We can compute this action by using the power map, as the action of a field automorphism is
given by permuting the entries of the character, in a manner given by the power map. This is
useful in two areas. There is substantial arithmetic involved in lifting a character to Qe, so once
we lift a character, we get all its Galois conjugates by permuting entries. The other area is in
cutting down the number of characters of elementary subgroups that we induce up to G. We can
take one character from each Galois orbit of irreducible characters of the subgroup, induce up to
G, and compute the orbit of the G-character. We note that Conlon’s algorithm can be modified
by simply omitting some actions, and the resulting algorithm gives one representative from each
Galois orbit of the p-group’s irreducible characters. The current implementation uses this form
of Conlon’s algorithm to get characters of the elementary subgroups.
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6.5. Sparse inner products
The fusion map for each subgroup into the group gives a list of conjugacy classes such that
for any class not on the list, the value of an induced character on that class will be zero. Thus,
to compute the inner products of the induced character with the elements of I and B , we need
only take the sum over the classes in the list. This reduces the time to get the inner products
quite substantially, and is faster than using Frobenius reciprocity. This is done in the current
implementation.
6.6. Eigenvector hybrid
It is possible to precede the use of InduceReduceby running Dixon–Schneider until the sizes
of the classes involved exceed some bound. This will produce some number (possibly zero) of
irreducible characters, together with some character spaces, i.e. spaces with a basis of irreducible
characters of G. Provided we make sure that the Dixon–Schneider algorithm uses the prime q , we
can use these character spaces to speed our calculations. Let S1, . . . , Sr be the character spaces
of dimension greater than 1 produced by an unfinished run of the eigenvector method. Let S0 be
the character space spanned by the known irreducible characters of G. Then S0, S1, . . . , Sr give
an orthogonal decomposition of V = GF(q)k . For any v ∈ V we have unique vi ∈ Si so that
v = v0 + v1 + · · · + vr . Now assume that v is a generalised character. It is clear that each vi will
also be a generalised character, with irreducible constituents amongst the irreducible characters
in Si . It is also clear that we will always have ‖vi‖2 ≤ ‖v‖2. Using the character spaces from
an incomplete Dixon–Schneider run to split characters has been previously implemented in GAP
(The GAP Group, 2005) as the SplitCharacters command. The implementation used in the
next section does not have this variation.
7. Experimental results
The InduceReduce algorithm has been implemented in MAGMA V2.12 mainly using the
interpreted MAGMA language (Bosma et al., 1997).
The lattice reduction algorithm used was the standard MAGMA LLLGram intrinsic, with
parameter Delta set to 0.999 and all input and output sorting turned off. This is a fast
implementation (by Allan Steel) of the Schnorr–Euchner algorithm (Schnorr and Euchner,
1991). Floating point arithmetic is used to speed up its calculations, and it is potentially
subject to numerical instability. The high value of Delta was chosen to reduce the chance of
this happening. Suppressing input and output sorting ensures B is as close as possible to a
LLL-reduced basis. This reduces the work done in each reduction. Another important part of
the implementation is MAGMA’s fast arithmetic in large prime fields, including Allan Steel’s
asymptotically fast matrix operations over these fields. For more details see the Handbook of
MAGMA Functions (Cannon and Bosma, 2005), sections on lattice reduction, prime fields and
matrices.
The first collection of examples is permutation groups offering a direct comparison between
MAGMA’s implementation of the Dixon–Schneider algorithm and the new method. Fig. 3
tabulates the times taken (in seconds) to compute the character tables of some low-degree
permutation groups. We tabulate the group, the degree of the permutation representation used,
and the number of conjugacy classes in the first three columns. The last two columns are the
times taken by the Dixon–Schneider algorithm and the InduceReduce algorithm respectively.
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Group Degree Classes D-S I/R
M12 12 15 0.24 0.24
2M12 24 26 1.09 0.44
M24 24 26 19.8 0.67
J1 266 15 24.7 0.21
J2 100 21 1.35 0.55
2J2 200 38 4.45 1.52
J3 6156 21 >5 × 104 11.0
Co3 276 42 3130 2.73
Co2 2300 60 15892 8.85
S6(2) 63 30 0.64 0.90
S6(3) 364 74 37.02 11.99
S8(2) 255 81 40.79 20.13
S8(3) 3280 278 >106 12271
O+8 (3) 1080 114 18074 161
O+8 (3) . S3 3240 125 4889 223
PGO−12(2) 2015 375 - 3847
M12  2 24 135 22 17
(2M12)  2 48 377 396 270
J2  2 200 252 396 281
(2J2)  2 400 779 4879 13501
27 : S6(2) 126 134 10.5 19.4
27 : S6(2) 128 114 29.9 30.0
214 .U7(2) 10836 480 - 7680
214 : U7(2) 10836 525 - 14517
Fig. 3. Comparison with Dixon–Schneider.
All times reported here were obtained using a 750 MHz SunFire V880 processor, and do not
include the time taken to compute the conjugacy classes of the group. The notation “-” in the
Dixon–Schneider column means that no attempt was made to use this algorithm as it was judged
impractical.
We see that for nearly simple groups the InduceReduce algorithm becomes far faster than
Dixon–Schneider as the group size grows. For less flattering comparisons we look at groups
with more normal subgroup structure. The new algorithm is often faster, and still competitive.
Note that the in-built Dixon–Schneider is all in compiled C code, while the implementation of
InduceReduce has a large interpreted component (with most of the character arithmetic being
performed by compiled C code).
The two versions of 27:S6(2) have been studied previously. The version of degree 126 (with
134 classes) is a maximal subgroup of Fi22.2 and was considered by Moori and Mpono (2000).
The version of degree 128 (with 114 classes) is a maximal subgroup of S8(2), and was considered
by Ali and Moori (2004). In both cases the authors use the method of Fischer–Clifford matrices
to compute the character tables.
There are more comparisons in Fig. 4. The groups here are taken from the Atlas of Finite
Group Representations (Wilson et al., 2005) page on the Monster (see also Bray and Wilson (in
press)). This site lists 43 maximal subgroups of the Monster, and we have calculated the character
tables of the groups which have a faithful permutation representation of tractable degree. The
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numbers in the first column of the table refer to the numbering of the groups on the web page. The
InduceReduce algorithm comfortably handles some very large groups. The Dixon–Schneider
algorithm is faster for small groups and near direct products of small groups, but InduceReduce
is a clear winner for the harder examples.
Where the Dixon–Schneider column has entry “-”, conjugacy testing by backtrack search was
found to be slow, and so it was performed by a two stage process, using backtrack search in
the quotient by the solvable radical, followed by an orbit algorithm in a PC-presentation. As
the Dixon–Schneider used did not have this possibility, no comparison is offered. As an example
using pure backtrack search, for group number 24 the InduceReduce algorithm took 506 s while
the Dixon–Schneider took 42,000 s.
The InduceReduce algorithm is not restricted to permutation groups. The seventh maximal
subgroup of the Monster as given in Wilson et al. (2005) is a 78 × 78 matrix group over GF(3).
It has chief factors 3.312.2.Suz.2 and 253 conjugacy classes. The InduceReduce algorithm
found its character table in 46,458 s. This group has a threefold cover 3.312:6.Suz.2 given by
38 × 38 matrices over GF(3) with 533 conjugacy classes. The InduceReduce algorithm found
the character table of the threefold cover in 135,306 s.
The next comparisons are some soluble groups, where we did not expect the new method
to be competitive with the Dixon–Schneider algorithm. All groups are represented by a PC-
presentation. Fig. 5 gives the results. The groups named Gn are from MAGMA’s solgps
collection and are named as they are there. The group M36 is isomorphic to group 36 in Fig. 4.
(Comparing the two representations of the group, we see the advantage in working with a
PC-presentation whenever possible.) Results are varied, with some wins by either algorithm.
Computing character tables of soluble groups may be a good candidate for a hybrid algorithm as
suggested in 6.6.
Our final collection of results is once again based on permutation group examples. The results
in Fig. 6 show the times taken to compute character tables of some local subgroups of 3Fi24.
The results of these computations have been used in the verification of the Alperin and Uno
conjectures for Fi ′24 (An et al., submitted for publication).
The group of degree 3402, with chief factors 3.37.O7(3), is an extension of the group 37.O7(3)
considered by Ali and Moori (2003).1
The two groups with composition factor U4(3) are related to the involution centraliser
C = 21+12.3.U4(3).2 in Fi ′24. Michler and Weller (2002) give C as an example where the
Dixon–Schneider algorithm fails.
Tabulated are the group orders, the sizes of their soluble radicals (headed R), their radical
quotient structure (headed Q), number of conjugacy classes and time taken to compute the
character table. We have made no timing comparison with the Dixon–Schneider algorithm.
Early experiments showed that these groups required the Dixon–Schneider algorithm to use class
matrices arising from large conjugacy classes. For instance, in the case of the group of degree
3402, the Dixon–Schneider algorithm finds it necessary to use a class of size ≈2.6 × 1011. After
Schneider’s reduction by orbits of a centraliser, computing one column of the corresponding class
matrix involves considering 6.6 × 109 group elements. This is too large a number to be handled
in any comparable time.
As all these groups have a non-trivial radical, conjugacy testing was again performed by the
two stage algorithm, using backtrack search in Q, followed by an orbit algorithm in a PC-
1 Working with a degree 1134 representation, the InduceReduce algorithm took 125 s to compute the 183
irreducible characters of the group of Ali and Moori (2003).
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No. Group Degree Classes D-S I/R
11 38.O−8 (3).2 805896 220 - 23840
13 (32 : 2 × O+8 (3)).S4 3369 384 - 1945
14 32+5+10 .(M11 × 2S4) 34992 342 - 3085
15 33+2+6+6 : (L3(3) × S D16) 85293 364 - 4674
16 51+6 : 2J2.4 78125 162 - 1008
17 (7 : 3 × H e) : 2, 2065 168 - 176
18 (A5 × A12) : 2 17 274 34.2 164
19 53+3.(2 × L3(5)) 7750 118 - 38.4
20 A36.(2 × S4) 30 187 18.9 58.1
21 (A5 × U3(8) : 3) : 2 3653 153 4144 296
22 52+2+4 : (S3 × G L2(5)) 750 172 5664 61.8
23 (L3(2) × S4(4) : 2).2 524 150 604 25.1
24 71+4 : (3 × 2S7) 16807 101 - 46.7
25 (52 : [24] × U3(5)).S3 151 192 363 31.3
26 (L2(11) × M12) : 2 36 141 10.4 10.9
27 (A7 × (A5 × A5).4).2 17 267 28.9 88.1
28 54 : (3 × 2L2(25)).2 625 70 15640 27.6
29 72+1+2 : G L2(7) 392 91 450 10.3
30 M11 × PΓ L2(9) 21 130 4.87 7.42
31 S5  S3 15 140 4.0 11.2
32 L2(11)2 : 4 24 61 10.2 1.49
33 132 : 2L2(13).4 169 63 193 2.08
34 (72 : (3 × 2A4) × L2(7)).2 57 165 6.90 8.23
35 (13 : 6 × L3(3)).2 39 102 3.62 3.52
36 131+2 : (3 × 4S4) 2197 62 334 12.4
37 L2(71) 72 38 77.1 0.51
38 L2(59) 60 32 50.8 0.39
39 112 : (5 × 2A5) 121 50 5.36 1.24
40 L2(29) : 2 30 31 0.82 0.62
41 72 : SL2(7) 49 18 0.27 0.40
42 L2(19) : 2 20 21 0.19 0.23
43 41 : 40 41 41 0.08 0.30
Fig. 4. Maximal subgroups of the Monster.
presentation. The noticeably longer time taken for the three groups with radicals of size 3, 4
and 9 is the result of the backtrack search time in a big Q, which is represented on larger than
necessary permutation domains.
Let us look more closely at the computation with group of degree 3402 mentioned above.
The InduceReduce algorithm used 56 elementary subgroups, three of which were cyclic.
Computing fusion of these groups into G took 2621 class map evaluations, which involved
10,106 hard conjugacy tests (i.e. tests not resolved by cycle structure of the elements). In total,
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Group Order Classes D-S I/R
G2 28 · 3 23 0.33 0.42
G3 211 · 313 181 2476 68
G7 211 · 11 · 23 · 89 208 4882 299
G9 25 · 310 482 216 471
G10 218 · 74 4816 2635 (>5 × 104)
M36 25 · 32 · 133 62 84.6 1.52
Fig. 5. Soluble groups.
Degree Order R Q Classes Seconds
256 220 · 34 · 5 · 7 · 17 28 O−8 (2) 112 33.1
1053 24 · 316 · 13 313 L3(3) 303 223
1134 25 · 316 · 13 2 · 313 L3(3) 384 578
2106 26 · 316 · 13 22 · 313 L3(3) 426 818
2187 27 · 317 · 5 313 S4(3).2 700 2976
3159 24 · 317 · 5 314 L3(3) 589 860
3402 29 · 317 · 5 · 7 · 13 38 O7(3) 397 1351
6318 25 · 317 · 13 2 · 314 A6 545 1345
6912 221 · 34 · 5 217 · 32 A6 516 755
9720 213 · 315 · 52 · 7 · 13 32 O+8 (3).S3 489 6722
10935 24 · 317 · 5 2 · 316 S5 716 3542
14580 26 · 317 · 5 23 · 316 S5 548 1751
48384 222 · 37 · 5 · 7 213 · 3 U4(3).22 283 807
56320 220 · 39 · 52 · 7 · 11 · 13 22 Fi22 .2 273 57275
85293 213 · 314 · 52 · 7 · 13 3 O+8 (3).S3 219 21772
145152 221 · 38 · 5 · 7 213 · 32 U4(3).2 437 4651
384912 211 · 317 · 5 · 11 312 U5(2).2 425 19530
Fig. 6. Local subgroups of 3Fi24.
1981 characters of G were generated, including the trivial character and 11 characters derived
from the permutation representation. Finding these characters took 147 s. The prime field used for
computing the characters was GF(60168984744961). Calls to LLL took up 311 s, and arithmetic
with the modular characters (taking inner products, updating B) took 283 s. Lifting the 397
irreducible characters to characteristic zero took 43 s. The run finished with the factorisation of
an 18 × 18 Gram matrix, yielding a unique solution for the 18 missing irreducible characters.
The Gram matrix had determinant 81 and trace 44. The largest elementary subgroup considered
was a Sylow 3-subgroup of order 317, with 3379 conjugacy classes. This was the only subgroup
where all the layers were not used in constructing induced characters. The largest quotient used
had order 314 and 1737 conjugacy classes. This subgroup accounts for 282 of the 1981 characters
generated. Computing the fusion of this subgroup in G took 1666 class map evaluations.
The experiments reported here show that the InduceReduce algorithm can succeed in
computing the character table of groups where the Dixon–Schneider algorithm has no hope of
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success. The tests show great success with local subgroups of simple groups, a family of some
interest. The InduceReduce algorithm often needs far fewer conjugacy tests to compute the
character table than the Dixon–Schneider algorithm. Hence, the new algorithm runs faster for
larger groups. To achieve this we have introduced overheads in the form of computing inner
products, LLL runs and forming linear combinations of generalised characters. These overheads
make the Dixon–Schneider algorithm attractive for groups with small conjugacy classes and fast
conjugacy testing, but become insignificant when the Dixon–Schneider algorithm is forced to
use large conjugacy classes, or conjugacy testing is difficult.
The algorithm variants suggested in Section 6 may be useful for computing character tables of
different group types. More experiments could be done to determine what variants will be most
useful.
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